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Bipolar plates are one of the key components of vanadium redox flow batteries. They electrically conduct and physically separate
adjacent cells in series and provide structural support to the stack. Bipolar plates are exposed to harsh conditions due to the acidic
vanadium electrolyte and high potential differences which occur in vanadium redox flow batteries. Therefore, the material needs to
fulfil good electrical conductivity, sufficient impermeability and mechanical stability as well as long-term chemical and
electrochemical resistivity. This review provides a comprehensive overview of carbon-polymer based composites which are
preferentially applied for bipolar plates in the vanadium redox flow battery. It addresses the composite materials, their production,
properties, degradation mechanisms, designs and costs. In addition, it covers challenges and potentials for further development and
optimization.
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The vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) is a promising
stationary energy storage technology which can be applied to
balance fluctuating energy from renewable energy sources. The
construction of flow batteries with their separate reaction unit and
external storage tanks enables to scale up power output and energy
storage capacity independently for different demand. For battery
operation, the electroactive species are pumped through the reaction
unit. The electrolyte is usually composed of vanadium ions with a
concentration of 1.5 to 2.5 mol l−1 which are dissolved in 1.5 to
3 mol l−1 sulfuric acid.1–5 The negative electrolyte contains
V2+/V3+ ions and the positive electrolyte is composed of
VO2+/VO2
+ ions. The corresponding redox reactions are displayed
with the following equations (Eqs. 1.1–1.3). In general, VRFBs are
operated at current densities between 50 and 200 mA cm−2.3,6,7 The
formal potential of a single cell is approximately 1.4 V, since the
standard OCV of 1.26 V needs to be corrected for real VRFB single
cells due to the Nernst’s factors.6
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In a single cell setup the reaction unit contains two carbon felt
electrodes separated by a membrane. The redox reactions take place
within the respective half-cells. The electrons that are released by
the electron transfer reactions are transported by end plates in the
through-plane direction to the current collectors, such as copper
plates, which are connected to a load/source, while charge balance is
provided by ion migration through the membrane.1,2,5,8–11 By
stringing together a defined number of single cells in series by
means of bipolar plates (BPPs) one can obtain a battery stack in
order to increase the overall battery voltage and power (Fig. 1).1,6,12
In this context, BPPs are one of the key components for
construction of VRFB stacks. BPPs are employed in order to
physically separate adjacent cells from each other, to provide
structural support to the stack and to electrically connect the single
cells in series.10,13,14 Thus, important characteristics of BPPs include
high electrical conductivity, electrochemical stability in the applied
medium in a wide potential window, mechanical integrity and
impermeability of electrolyte through the compact BPP
structure.2,15–17 Therefore, the selection of proper materials for
BPPs is an important issue. Figure 2 summarizes different materials
for BPP manufacturing in fuel cell applications18 which might be
also applicable in redox flow batteries.
Although many metals have a very good electrical conductivity
they are not necessarily appropriate as BPP material. Metals without
a protective coating layer do not provide the necessary chemical
stability in the acidic electrolyte of VRFBs.14,18–20 For instance, a
BPP for the VRFB composed of nanotubular TiO2 on Ti substrate
which was coated with an IrOx layer resulted in comparable good
voltage and energy efficiencies, high electrocatalytic activity and
high corrosion resistance.21 Nevertheless, graphite is more conve-
nient as material for BPPs since it is conductive and possesses a high
electrochemical and chemical stability in acidic environment.18,22
However, pure graphite substrates suffer from brittleness and
electrolyte penetration due to their porosity. Therefore, graphite
plates require a certain thickness to overcome their drawbacks
resulting in larger volume, higher weight and cost.4,17,18,23,24
Conductive carbon-polymer based composites are usually favored
as materials for the production of BPPs since they combine many
advantages in comparison to pure graphite plates such as lower cost
and weight and better mechanical strength, tightness to electrolyte
permeation and corrosion resistivity.2,20,25
Since a variety of composite materials with different character-
istics were already developed and investigated, the purpose of this
review is to summarize relevant literature and provide a compre-
hensive overview about material properties, design development,
financial aspects as well as corrosion occurrence of carbon-polymer
based composite BPPs for the VRFB.
Composite Bipolar Plates
Components.—The choice of proper materials for the BPPs
production has a strong influence on the properties of the plates such
as electrical conductivity, mechanical stability, permeability, per-
formance, costs and electrochemical resistance to ensure a long
cycle life.26,27
BPPs for VRFBs are usually composed of carbon-polymer based
composite materials. The carbon components provide the necessary
electrical conductivity. Raw materials such as graphite fibers and
powders are usually used as major conductive components. In some
cases carbon black, carbon nanotubes, exfoliated graphite and others
can be applied as minor or major fillers to provide improved
conductivity to the composite material (Table I).2,4,15,16,19,20,28–32
The term “graphite” covers a variety of different graphite types and
the origin of graphite might differ. For instance, pyrolytic graphite iszE-mail: barbara.satola@dlr.de
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characterized by graphene sheets that are crystallized in a planar
direction, kept together by van der Waals bondings resulting in a highly
oriented structure with good mechanical properties. Expanded flake-
type graphite, however, contains randomly aligned graphite particles
leading to worse mechanical strength. Thus, natural graphite, pyrolytic
graphite and highly oriented pyrolytic graphite can provide different
electrochemical properties.24 Also the electrical conductivity and
processability of the graphite material depend on its morphological
shape and relative content within the BPP. Generally, spherically
shaped graphite provides better processability than flake-shaped
graphite.33,34 The raw materials need to fulfill high quality requirements
such as defined particle size distribution and shape as well as purity.33
Contamination of graphite components with metal particles can lead to
release of metal ions into the electrolyte which can have an influence on
the electrochemical performance and lower the overall power density of
the VRFB.33,35
The polymer or binder matrix, respectively, is usually composed of
thermoplastic or thermoset polymers such as polypropylene, polyethy-
lene, fluoroelastomer, polyphenylene sulfide, diverse rubbers (butyl
rubber, ethylene-propylene rubber, ethylene-propylene diene monomer
rubber, nitrile rubber), styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene elastomer,
nylon, epoxy or phenolic resin (Table I).4,15,16,19,25,28–32,40,43,52 For
selection of the appropriate polymer, the (melting) temperatures need to
be taken into account, e.g. polypropylene can be used up to 90 °C while
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) based BPPs could be operated up to
120 °C.33 However, since the operation temperature of VRFBs is
anyhow limited to a range of approximately 10 °C–40 °C,1,53 the
temperature stability of the polymer is usually not the main obstacle.
More important is the (electro)chemical stability and the processability
of the composite materials. Thermoset polymers, such as phenolic
resin, change their chemical structures while they are heated and
processed. In contrast, thermoplastic materials like PVDF and poly-
propylene can be reversibly heat-treated and processed. Thus, BPPs
with thermoset phenolic resin, for example, are difficult to process but
they have a good electrical conductivity, mechanical and chemical
stability.33
The ratio of the major conductive component, such as graphite, is
usually around 80 wt%. Sometimes further minor bridge material
Figure 1. Schematic overview of a VRFB stack during discharge mode containing four cells (right) and a zoom-in section showing the vanadium redox reactions
in both half-cells as well as proton and electron transport through membrane and BPP, end plate and current collector, respectively. End plate, BPP that is
flanking the stack; electrode (−), negative half-cell electrode; electrode (+), positive half-cell electrode.
Figure 2. Summary of BPP materials for fuel cell applications18 and redox flow batteries.
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Table I. Composition and fabrication process of carbon based composite BPPs for the VRFB.
No. Literature Conductive compound Binder material and curing agent Fabrication method Remark
1. Nam et al.
201715
0.12 mm thick plane weave carbon
fiber fabrics (WSN 1k, SK
Chemicals, Korea), nano-size







Carbon fiber fabrics wetted with
mixture of carbon black parti-
cles (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 wt%)
dispersed in fluoroelastomer/
acetone solution. Two plies
stacked, hot compression
molding (20 MPa, 220 °C,
20 min) between soft-layers of
fluorinated ethylene propylene
films.
2. Lee et al.
201736
Non-woven carbon felt Film type epoxy adhesive (K51,
SK Chemicals, Korea)
Impregnating film type epoxy ad-
hesive into carbon felt. Hot
compression molding (1, 2, 3, 4
or 5 MPa, 150 °C, 30 min)
using a soft-layer of fluorinated
ethylene propylene film
(A4000V, Airtech, United
States) between laminate and
mold.










GmbH & Co. KG, Germany)
4 Li et al. 201625 Expanded graphite plate Alcohol soluble phenolic resin
(15%, 20% or 25%) or water-
soluble phenolic resin (25%)
Phenolic resin pumped into gra-
phite plate under vacuum con-
ditions (−0.09 MPa, 5 h).
Removing resin on surface with
ethanol. Drying (40 °C, 5 h; 60
°C, 5 h; 80 °C, 5 h) and hot
compression molding (130 °C,
1 h).
5 Liu et al. 201540 Carbon Polyethylene Commercial (ChaoYang
HuaDing Energy Storage
Technology Co., China)




Switzerland) and/or carbon fiber
(Nantong shenyou carbon fiber
Co., China)
Polypropylene elastomer
(Vistamaxx 6202) with small
amount of vinyl monomers re-






elastomer (80 °C, 3 min),
adding polypropylene and mas-
tication (170 °C, 5 min), adding
conductive fillers and mastica-
tion (3 min). Mixed compounds
stored at room temperature
(24 h). Hot compression
molding (10 MPa, 200 °C).
7 Lee et al.
201541



































No. Literature Conductive compound Binder material and curing agent Fabrication method Remark
(20 MPa, 130 °C, 1 h) using
liquid-type mold release





8 Nam et al.
201542
Carbon Epoxy Carbon/epoxy weave prepreg
cure-triggered (0.6 MPa, 105 °
C), cooled (0.1 MPa) and post-




9 Choe et al. 2015
(Choe et al.
2016)43 (44)
Carbon Epoxy Two plies of carbon/epoxy weave
prepregs stacked with expanded
graphite coating layer. Hot
compression molding (10 MPa,
80 °C for 1 h, 125 °C for 2 h).
Cooled to room temperature.
Development of corrugations in





10 Lim & Lee
201545
Plain-weave carbon fabric (C-120,
SK Chemical, Korea), carbon
black (Ketjen black 600JD,
Mitsubishi Chemical, Japan)
Polyethylene powder (UR644,
Lotte Chemical, Republic of
Korea)
Polyethylene/2 wt% carbon black
mixture uniformly applied on
carbon fabric using a sieve. Hot
compression molding (160 °C,
30 min). Cooled to room tem-
perature (20 MPa, 25 °C, in
2 h). (Then hot compression
molding (1.2 MPa, 160 °C) of a
sandwich of a polyethylene/
carbon composite BPP in be-
tween two carbon felt electrodes
to join the components to an
assembly).
BPP-electrode assemblies
11 Choe et al.
201526
Carbon, pyrolytic graphite foils Epoxy Two plies of carbon/epoxy pre-
pregs stacked and pyrolytic
graphite attached on both sides.
Hot compression molding
(20 MPa, 125 °C, 1 h).
Commercial carbon/epoxy pre-
preg (WSN1k, SK
Chemicals, Korea) and com-
mercial pyrolytic graphite
foils
12 Kim et al.
201546
Carbon, graphite foil (BD-100,
Samjung CNG, Korea)
Epoxy Two plain-weave carbon/epoxy
prepregs stacked between gra-
phite foils. Hot compression
molding (80 °C, 30 min; 120 °
C, 60 min) using silicon rubber
and demolding layer. Surface
crack closing procedure with a
roller by applying a compaction
pressure (optimal ⩾ 12 MPa).
Commercial carbon/epoxy pre-
preg (WSN 150 1k, SK




13 Kim et al.
201414
Carbon prepreg, expanded gra-
phite foil
Two sheets of plain weave type
carbon prepreg stacked with





































No. Literature Conductive compound Binder material and curing agent Fabrication method Remark
of hot compression molding (80
°C, 30 min; 120 °C, 60 min)
using silicon rubber and de-
molding layer.
14 Caglar et al.
201429
Synthetic graphite (KS5–75TT,








and wax (different composi-
tions) melt mixed to granulates.
Injection molding (feeding with
900 − 1800 bar, 50 °C; 200°
C–230°C; 240 °C).
15 Park et al.
201420




Aromatic epoxy of diglycidyl
ether of bisphenol A (Sigma
Aldrich), curing agent diamino-
diphenyl sulfone (Sigma
Aldrich)
Melt mixing (80 °C) of epoxy with
curing agent. Adding conduc-
tive fillers and stirring (1 h),
drying (60 °C, 24 h), hot com-
pression molding (40 MPa, 200
°C, 1 h), cooling to room tem-
perature.
16 Caglar et al.
201419
Synthetic graphite (KS5–75TT,




(Ryton V-1, Chevron Phillips),




Polymer mixed with coupling
agent (8 min, 1000 rpm), adding
different amounts of conductive
fillers and mixing, obtaining
granulates. Injection molding
(140 °C, 345 °C, 340 °C, 330 °
C).
17 Rudolph et al.
201324




18 Lee et al.
201217
Graphite (Morgan, Korea), carbon
black (Super-P)
Epoxy resin (Tohto Kasei), hard-




All components mixed (2 min) in
defined ratios with varying




molding (100 kgf cm−2, 100 °C,
10 min; 200 kgf cm−2, 190 °C,
40 min).
19 Qian et al.
200847
Flexible graphite BPP (Cathay
Packing & Sealing Co Ltd.),
graphite powder (Shanghai col-
loid chemical plant), carbon
black (Vulcan XC-72 R,
Carbot)
Thermo-plastic phenol formalde-
hyde resin (Tianjin resin fac-
tory), hexamethylene tetramine
(Shenyang fifth reagent factory)




Dispersing in ethanol (15 min)
and pouring in mold frame on
graphite BPP (ethanol evapora-
tion, 60 °C). Heat bonding of
adhesive conducting material to




Graphite felt sheets (FMI
Graphite, USA)
High density polyethylene powder
(GA 7260H, Kemcor Australia),
High density polyethylene



































No. Literature Conductive compound Binder material and curing agent Fabrication method Remark
Kazacos
200223
extruded high density polyethy-
lene (E-Plas Pty, Australia),
extruded low density polyethy-
lene (E-Plas Pty, Australia), al-
kathene and alkatuff low density
polyethylene (WSM 168, WRM
124 and 710 UV, Orica
Polythene, Australia)
low density polyethylene sepa-
rately pressed to sheets by hot
compression molding
(43 kg cm−2, 135°C–155°C,
10 min). Heat-bonding of gra-
phite felt sheets to both sides of
each polymer sheet/material
(2.2 kg cm−2, 155 °C, various




Carbon black (Vulcan XC72,
Cabot Corp., USA and Degussa
Co., USA), graphite fiber








diene monomer rubber (EPR
and EPDM, Vistalon, Exxon





Mixing polypropylene with single
rubber components (5 min) and
subsequently with carbon black
(10 min), adding graphite fibers
(range of times and tempera-
tures). Hot compression









23 Minke et al.
201633
Graphite Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) Compression molding with 80%
graphite.
Commercial (BMA5, Eisenhuth
GmbH & Co. KG, Germany)
24 Minke et al.
201633
Graphite Phenolic resin (PF) Compression molding with 80%
graphite.
Commercial (BBP4, Eisenhuth
GmbH & Co. KG, Germany)









Preparation of graphite mixture
(20 wt% graphene, 80 wt% gra-
phite). Adding epoxy to dif-
ferent amount of graphite mix-
ture (9.4 wt%, 12.5 wt%,
15.6 wt% and 18.7 wt%).
Adding of carbon fibers
(1.25 wt%, 2.5 wt%, 3.75 wt%,
5 wt%) to epoxy/graphite mix-
ture (18.7 wt%). Pressing mix-
tures to BPPs. Carbon coating.
26 Lee et al.
201848
Carbon fiber Epoxy Carbon fiber/epoxy prepregs
stacked between 0 − 5 polyester
fabrics. Compression molding
Commercial carbon fiber/epoxy
prepreg (thickness 20 mm)



































No. Literature Conductive compound Binder material and curing agent Fabrication method Remark
(20 MPa, 130 °C, 1 h).
Detaching polyester fabrics.




Ltd.), carbon fibers (3 mm,
Cangzhou Liyang New Material
Co., Ltd.), graphite powders
with 99% purity
Polyethylene (100mesh, Suzhou
Haolei Plastic Chemical Co.,
LTD.)
Mixing 10 wt% graphene with
90 wt% graphite powder.
Blending of different amount of
graphene/graphite mixture
(15 wt%, 20 wt%, 25 wt% or
30 wt%) with polyethylene
powder. Adding different
amount of carbon fibers (5 wt%,
10 wt%, 15 wt% or 20 wt%).
Compression molding (3 MPa,
160 °C) to thickness of 1.0 ±
0.1 mm. Conduction of carbon
coating on both BPP sides.
BPP with low carbon content
28 Liu et al. 201850 Carbon felt (2 mm and 5 mm
thickness, Sichuan Rui-Sheng
Carbon Felt Co., Ltd.), carbon
nanotubes (CNT, C-Nano tech-
nology Ltd. and Beijing DK
S&T Ltd.), flaked graphite (Ø
1 μm, Qingdao TianYuanDa
graphite Co., Ltd.)
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF FR
904, 3F-Wanhao Fluorine
Chemical Co., Ltd.), dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO AR, Beijing
Modern Oriental Fine
Chemistry Co., Ltd.)
Mixing of PVDF and DMSO
(3:16), heating and stirring (80 °
C, 5 h). Soaking carbon felt into
binder solution. Removing
DMSO (80 °C, 8 h).
Compression molding (175 °C)
to thickness of 0.75 mm.
Surface modification via plasma
treatment (700 W, 5 ∼ 10 min,
atmosphere) or coating with
flaked graphite or carbon nano
tubes.
BPP with low carbon content
(∼70 wt% PVDF, ∼30 wt%
carbon)
29 Yang et al.
201732
Carbon felt (thickness 2 mm,




Preparation of polyethylene sheet
(thickness 1 mm) in mold (no
pressure, 240 °C, 90 s;
80 kg cm−2, 240 °C, 3 min;
water cooling 2 min).
Preparation of BPP in mold:
Insert polyethylene sheet and
carbon felt in mold (no pressure,
260 °C, 120 s; 20 kg cm−2,
260 °C, 3 min; water cooling
2 min).
30 Dongjiang et al.
202051
Graphite plate (Dalian Longtian




Phenolic resin powder (Jiaxing
Sicheng Chemical Co., Ltd.),
boron carbide (Shanghai





Phenolic resin, graphite powder,
boron carbide and silicon di-
oxide with ethylene glycol.
Conductive binder coated on
graphite plate with doctor blade




































No. Literature Conductive compound Binder material and curing agent Fabrication method Remark
(vacuum, different temperatures
(600 °C, 800 °C, 1000 °C), 1 h).
31 Jiang et al.
202128
Graphite powder (Jing Long Te
Tan Co. Ltd.), expanded gra-
phite powder (Qiangdao Herita




New Material Co. Ltd.)
Mixing polyvinylidene fluoride,
graphite and expanded graphite
(4:3:3), hot compression
molding (5.5 MPa, 180 °C).
Spreading cactus-like carbon
nanofibers on surface, hot com-
pression molding (1.0 MPa, 140
°C, 2 min).
Synthesis method of cactus-like


































with high electrical conductivity or with properties of increasing
flowability of the composite matrix are added in small amounts
usually up to 4 wt%. The remaining percentage is filled with
insulating polymer as binder matrix.19,20,30,33 An appropriate selec-
tion and composition between the single components of the
composite material is important. Id est, conductive carbon black
particles, for example, can only be introduced within amorphous
polymer structures since the crystalline lattice of polymers has a
repulsive effect on the carbon blacks. For instance, polypropylene-
elastomer with integrated vinyl-monomers is an amorphous
polymer. By adding a small amount of crystalline polymer to the
amorphous polymer, the carbon black particles are ordered between
the crystalline polymer structure and can form conductive paths
within the composite material with an efficient amount of carbon
black.30
Usually the electrical conductivity of the BPP is dependent on
different factors such as the quality, amount and mixture of
conductive particles and their connectivity within the network of
the composite matrix. On the one hand, Zhang et al.30 have shown
that by adding conductive fillers such as carbon black and carbon
fibers to a non-conductive polymer matrix, the volume conductivity
is increased with respect to the conductive filler amount. In this
context, carbon black provides better conductivity properties than
carbon fiber by comparison of the same filler content above
10 wt%.30 On the other hand, Haddadi et al.16 showed a non-linear
relationship between the carbon black content within a carbon black-
polymer composite plate and the electrical conductivity of the BPP.
The composite material with a carbon black content of up to 5 wt%
has a very high resistivity comparable with pure polymer. The
electrical conductivity increases rapidly between 5 wt% and 25 wt%
carbon black and shows no significant additional rise at higher
amounts. However, by replacing a certain percentage of the carbon
black against graphite fibers the conductivity can be increased due to
better connection between the conductive particles.16 In a graphite/
carbon black mixed polymer composite plate, an optimum content
of 15 wt% carbon black leads to a compact structure with good
electrical conductivity and electrochemical stability. Lower and
higher carbon black contents reduce the electrical conductivity due
to pore development or formation of carbon black aggregates.17,45
Correspondingly, carbon nanotubes in a graphite-polymer composite
BPPs improve the electrical conductivity due to bridging gaps
between graphite particles.19,29 Some working groups recently focus
on increasing the percentage of binder material in order to reach a
high flexural strength of the BPPs by maintaining a high electrical
conductivity. Thus, e.g. BPPs with carbon contents of up to 30 wt%
only are developed. In one case, the good electrical conductivity is
preserved by using a sufficient amount of a mixture of different
carbon components which ensure the development of a continuous
conductive network within the binder material.49 In another case the
electrical conductivity is provided by a carbon felt with a good fiber
connectivity which is soaked with PVDF or injection molded with
polyethylene.50 Liao et al.31 have even developed a BPP with a very
low content of carbon (graphite powder, graphene and carbon fibers)
between 9.4 wt% and 18.7 wt% and epoxy thermosetting resin as
binder. Despite the low content of conductive material the compo-
site BPP showed high electrical conductivity due to a sufficient
connective carbon network between the single particles and a good
operation performance within a VRFB single cell.31
Fabrication.—The amounts of conductive filler and polymer
have an influence on the composite material processability and
mechanical strength of the BPPs. For example, Park et al. were
mixing different conductive fillers with epoxy resin and found that
compression molded BPPs were rather fragile and brittle when the
total conductive filler content exceeded 90 wt%. On the contrary,
when the total filler content was lower than 60 wt%, the plates were
not easy to be produced since the viscosity of the composite material
was too high.20 In another study, a monoalkoxy titanate-based
coupling agent was added to a polyphenylene sulfide and conductive
filler mixture in order to achieve a better flow behavior of the
composite material during the manufacturing process resulting in an
optimized filler dispersion and electrical conductivity.19
There is a variety of procedures for composite preparation and
production of BPPs. The following description gives an overview
about general manufacturing of composite BPPs by compression
and injection molding, but does not cover single specific production
approaches applied by different research groups (e.g. plate extrusion
or foil extrusion). During the molding step it is important to ensure
proper and uniform distribution of graphite particles within the
polymer binder material in order to attain the electrical conductivity
of the completed plates.33 Therefore, the raw graphite and polymer
particles first have to be linked by mixing the carbon filler and
binder material and then they are compounded in a twin screw
extruder in order to obtain composite material that is cut into
granulates with diameters of e.g. 4 mm.33,54 A proper mixing time
during this procedure is crucial to obtain an accurate dispersion of
the conductive particles resulting in improved conductivity.
However, stirring the composite material for a too long period can
result in breakage of graphite particles with increasing resistivity.16
The mixed granulates are then introduced into a compression or
injection molding device to form the BPPs (Fig. 3). For compression
molding the granulates are filled and smoothed in the open molding
form. Then the filling is compressed in the heated mold with a
hydraulic piston using a high clamping force. The curing time
determines the cycle time for the production of one BPP from
preheating step to removal of the plate. The manual manufacturing
of BPPs through compression molding requires labor force which
makes the method more cost intensive than injection molding that
runs semi- or fully-automated. Injection molding devices use a
rotating screw within a heated barrel. Thus, the exerted heat and
shear forces soften the introduced granulates that are subsequently
injected into the mold. The BPP can be removed after maintaining
the curing time of the material.18,33,55 In general, a thin insolating
polymer film develops during the injection and compression
Figure 3. Schematic overview of BPP production via a) compression molding and b) injection molding.[18, 55.]
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molding procedure. Since the BPPs need good electrical contact
conductivity, the thin polymer film has to be removed by grinding,
sandblasting or an excess resin-absorbing method using a polyester
fabric. As an alternative to remove the polymer layer, conductive
carbon fibers, carbon nanotubes (CNT) or an expanded graphite
coating can be attached to the surface.15,26,29,33,36,41,50,48 An over-
view of the compositions and manufacturing processes of a variety
of carbon based composite BPPs for the VRFB is shown in Table I.
Design.—There are different composite BPP designs with or
without flow fields which are used in VRFBs (Fig. 4). In the first
case, parallel flow channels are integrated in the BPP geometry
(Fig. 4a). The channels are located adjacent to the electrode felts and
are open at both ends. This design results in a flow-by cell with low
pressure drops. However, due to the channel configuration of the BPPs,
the electrolyte flow is not forced through the electrodes and thus results
in rather low cell performance. Besides the parallel flow field design, the
channels can also be arranged as serpentines (Fig. 4b) which still lead to
lower pressure drops than in the third case where the BPPs are even and
contain no flow channels (Fig. 4c). The flat BPP design leads to a flow-
through configuration of the VRFB cell. The electrolyte is forced to flow
next to the even BPP and thus the reactive vanadium species are
transported directly through the porous electrode matrix. However, this
configuration requires thicker electrodes than used in the flow-by
design, in order to decrease the pressure drop in cells with large
dimensions. A setup with thicker electrodes, however, may lead to
higher diffusion and ohmic losses. The flow-by and flow-through
configuration can be combined to an interdigitated flow field when
the alternating inlet and outlet channels of the BPP are blocked
(Fig. 4d). Due to the blockage the electrolyte is forced to flow through
the porous electrode between adjacent parallel channels. In this
configuration low pressure drops are obtained and the cell reaches
high performance even with rather thin electrodes.3,6,11,56,57 Further flow
field geometries in BPPs for redox flow batteries, such as the spiral or
the mesh design, are also mentioned in literature.58,59 However, not only
the arrangement of flow fields, but also the channel and land width or
the channel depth and length have an impact on the pressure drop and
the overpotential loss.60
BPPs with integrated flow fields are commonly applied and
investigated—at least in laboratory experiments or numerical
models—in order to support a homogeneous distribution of electro-
lytes and thus a better battery performance.61 However, upscaling of
VRFB in size might change the electrolyte flow conditions through
the half-cells leading to limitations of homogeneous electrolyte
distribution, polarization effects or higher pressure drops. Thus,
these effects need to be investigated quantitatively and appropriate
flow field configurations need to be adapted or developed.62 An
optimal geometry of flow channels needs to be a reasonable
compromise which fulfills low pressure drops and reduces shunt
currents within flow battery stacks at the same time.63 For large
scale applications the hierarchical interdigitated flow field might be
a promising option which reduces pumping losses compared to the
interdigitated flow field.64 Nevertheless, sharp edges and corners of
the flow field geometry provide disadvantageous conditions re-
garding corrosion of the BPP through the oxidizing properties of the
electrolytes. Thus, a new approach is to switch to independent flow
field components that are not integrated within the BPP, but are
inserted separately between the membrane and the electrode.61
The above paragraph describes literature findings which are usually
lab-scale based. However, it is questionable, if flow fields in BPPs are
also commonly used in real VRFB applications. Since there is no
literature available about this topic, one-to-one interviews were carried
out with well-known VRFB stack manufacturers and BPP producers.
The statements in these conversations were rather consistent and
complementary. All of the interviewed companies provide or apply
flat BPPs for/in VRFB stacks. At the time of first stack design the cost,
durability and reduction of complexity of the battery system were
usually the most important factors leading to the choice of flat BPPs.
Most stack manufacturers stick with flat BPPs as reliable stack
components - apart from some conducted scientific projects where
BPPs with flow fields were tested. Implementation of flow fields to the
BPPs would either positively or negatively affect other relevant process
parameters, such as ohmic resistance, electrolyte pressure drop,
mechanical stability of the BPP, leak tightness of the stack, electrolyte
flow properties through the half-cells, etc. In addition, BPPs with flow
fields offer a larger surface area with less interfacial contact area to the
felt electrode with more probability for oxidation and material erosion
due to corrosion effects. Flat BPPs can usually be produced less time-
consuming and more cost efficient. Thus, they are economically more
attractive for the stack manufacturers. There are also BPPs on the
market which are too thin to enable the introduction of a flow field or
the material composition and/or production method are not suitable to
allow an additional structuring. Although flow fields might offer some
advantages to the battery system, some stack manufacturers just doubt
the cost-benefit ratio for application of structured BPPs (one-to-one
interviews were performed with Enerox GmbH, J. Schmalz GmbH,
VANEVO GmbH, Volterion GmbH & Co. KG, VoltStorage GmbH,
Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG, SGL CARBON GmbH). However, it is
Figure 4. Schematic overview of different BPP geometries and electrolyte flow configurations in cross-sections of front (outlet) and side view with ribs in grey,
flow channels in white and blockages in black. Continuous arrows show electrolyte flow mainly through channels, dashed arrows show electrolyte flow through
felt electrodes. (a) Parallel BPP flow field resulting in electrolyte flow-by cell configuration. (b) Serpentine BPP flow field. (c) No BPP flow field resulting in
electrolyte flow-through cell configuration. (d) Interdigitated BPP flow field resulting in an electrolyte bypass flow-through cell configuration. Thicknesses of
electrodes, BPPs and channels are not to scale. Schematic modified from sources.3,56,57
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not excluded that their approach might change in the future. Therefore,
scientific research within this area is still relevant and ongoing.
Connection and Combination of Electrodes and Bipolar Plates
Usually the carbon-polymer based composite BPPs are pressed-
contacted to electrode felts within the stack in order to enable a
conductive connection between both components (Fig. 5a).14,17,29,30
The higher the compression pressure the lower the contact resis-
tance. However, by applying more compression force, the graphite
felts are compressed resulting in lower porosity and higher electro-
lyte flow resistance through the cell.45,47 Thus, the applied compres-
sion force has to be optimized in order to achieve a good cell
efficiency.
In addition, there are approaches for development of united
fabrics that fulfill the properties and function of combined electrodes
and BPPs. These approaches are either based on two heat-bonded
electrode felts via a polymer layer (Fig. 5b) or fused BPP-electrode
assemblies (Fig. 5c).2,45,47
The fusion of two electrode felts was obtained by different
approaches (Fig. 5b). In one case two electrode felts were heat
bonded by a non-conductive adhesive polymer layer. The connec-
tion of fibers from opposite graphite felts within the polymer matrix
enabled the electrical conductivity of the obtained unit.23 In another
case two electrodes were connected by heat-bonding through an
adhesive polymer layer containing carbon black as filler material
within the polymer matrix. However, the content of carbon black in
the polymer layer led to low melt flow during production and
resulted in bad electrical conductivities. In addition, carbon black is
susceptible to degradation and can lead to leakage paths during
operation.4,16,23
BPP-electrode assemblies can be obtained by fusion of a BPP
with felt electrodes on both sides (Fig. 5c). In one case an adhesive
layer consisting of thermo-plastic phenol formaldehyde resin and
hexamethylene tetramine mixed with graphite powder and carbon
black as conducting particles was used to heat bond a graphite felt to
a flexible graphite BPP. The layer reduced the area resistance
between both components.47 In another case first a BPP was
prepared by a curing process between a carbon fabric and a
polyethylene powder/carbon black mixture which was then heat
bonded to felt electrodes on each side. It was shown that the area
specific resistance of the assembly was lower compared to a
conventional graphite BPP.45 Again in another case a graphite felt
was heat bonded to a graphite BPP by applying a conductive binder
containing phenolic resin, boron carbide, silicon dioxide and
graphite powder. This assembly had good electrical conductivities
and showed higher efficiencies during battery operation in compar-
ison to the felt and BPP without the conductive binder.51
Characterization.—This chapter attempts to provide a literature
overview of important characteristics of BPPs which are especially
their electrical conductivity, their mechanical strength, their im-
permeability and their efficiency during battery operation. However,
it is a challenge to compare the properties of BPPs from literature
one-to-one since varieties of different methods, equipment and
sample sizes are applied during the measurements. That means,
there is no standard procedure available for the single characteriza-
tion methods. Furthermore, in many publications the experimental
procedures are not described in detail. Despite these circumstances
and uncertainties, the following tables list experimental conditions
and measured properties of different BPPs in order to enable a
critical consideration of the BPPs’ properties. However, the
following tables do not raise the claim to provide all available
information since the values are often presented in terms of graphs
comparing a variety of BPP materials. Thus, in some cases the
experimental results within the tables are reduced to the most
relevant ones from the subjective perspective of the review’s author
and to values that were highlighted by the cited authors within their
papers. For further and more detailed information the author of this
review is referring to the according cited literature.
Electrical conductivity.—The electrical conductivity of BPPs is
an essential property for a good performance of VRFB stacks. The
in-plane and through-plane electrical resistivity values of different
BPPs are presented in Table II and Table III. It should be noted that
the values from literature, including the electrical conductivity, were
recalculated to mΩ·cm and mΩ·cm2 for comparison reasons. The in-
plane resistivity is usually measured with the four point probe
technique. In order to correctly calculate the in-plane resistivity, it is
necessary to take into account correction factors that are e.g.
dependent on the geometry and thickness of the sample and the
probe spacing.65–67 However, in most cases these parameters are not
mentioned in the publications (Table II) and it is not clear, how the
conductivities/resistivities were calculated. Nevertheless, one of the
lowest in-plane electrical resistivity of 2.38 mΩ·cm was recorded
with a BPP that contains conductive carbon compounds at only a
low load of 25 wt%.49
The through-plane electrical resistivity is usually measured by
compressing the BPP between two stamps and conducting a fixed
current while measuring the voltage drop. The obtained resistivity
values are mainly dependent on the applied compression pressure
and on additional conductive compounds (such as carbon papers) in
between the stamps and the BPP in order to reduce the contact
resistance as well as the used calculation method.26,50,51 For
comparison reasons, it would be therefore necessary to choose the
same compression pressure. However, the literature review has
shown that e.g. the applied compression pressure and the chosen
Figure 5. Connection and combination of electrodes and BPPs. (a) Two graphite felts are pressed-contacted to a conductive graphite or carbon-polymer based
composite BPP by compression force. (b) Two electrodes heat-bonded via an adhesive polymer layer with or without conductive particles integrated within the
binder. (c) Heat-bonded graphite BPP-electrode assembly, e.g. by using an adhesive conductive polymer layer. Schematics modified from sources.23,47
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BPP size vary which results in large differences between the
measured values (Table III). Most frequently a pressure of
0.05 MPa is used and a BPP size of 100 mm × 100 mm with
different thicknesses is preferred. In addition, gold coated stamps
and an applied current of 1 A are favored. The lowest recorded area
specific resistances between 3.3−5 mΩ·cm2 are recorded at varying
or insufficiently specified conditions.31,33,49,51
Impermeability.—The BPPs need to be impermeable for vana-
dium electrolyte in order to physically separate the positive and
negative electrolyte solutions of adjacent cells within a stack.
Usually impermeability tests are performed by inserting a BPP
between two chambers filled with gases or liquids, such as the
vanadium electrolyte, and by applying gas/air pressure for a certain
time. The crossover of gas or ions from the first to the second
chamber is measured. Despite the fact that a variety of different gas
or fluid media, test pressures and durations were described in
literature, in most cases the tested BPPs are generally impermeable
(Table IV). Therefore, carbon-polymer composites are considered to
be reliable impermeable materials for BPPs.
Mechanical properties.—BPPs are exposed to different forces
within the stack since the VRFB is compressed in order to provide
an impervious system and to decrease the contact resistance between
the carbon felts and BPPs. Therefore, BPPs generally need to resist
compressive and bending forces. In different publications the
mechanical properties of BPPs are usually characterized by mea-
suring their flexural, compressive and/or tensile strength at varying
test speed and on BPPs with diverse dimensions (Table V).
However, it is questionable, if the measurement of the tensile
strength is a meaningful parameter since the BPP is not faced with
tensile forces in the stack. One of the highest values are found to be
471 MPa for tensile strength,48 ∼275 MPa for flexural strength41
and 76 MPa for compressive strength.33 The elongation of BPPs
with no break was reached up to >400%.23
Efficiency.—Another essential parameter of BPPs is their overall
performance during battery operation. The general performance of
VRFB stacks is characterized by the voltage, coulombic and energy
efficiency. The coulombic efficiency decreases due to crossover
effects and side reactions. The voltage efficiency is influenced by the
ionic conductivity of the membrane, bulk and contact resistances of
electrodes and BPPs, the operation current density, the electrolyte
flow rate and mass transport. And the energy efficiency is a product
between the coulombic and voltage efficiency.47,68 Therefore, the
efficiency values are dependent on different factors and describe not
solely the properties of the BPPs but of the whole battery system. A
comparable investigation of the BPP’s performance would be only
approximately possible by keeping the battery system constant
(including the components and electrolyte solutions as well as the
operation parameters) while exchanging only the BPP samples. And
here, again, it is a challenge or rather impossible to compare the BPP
performances within VRFB stacks of different examples from
literature by taking into account only the efficiency values. There
are too many varying or unmentioned battery system parameters that
influence the overall voltage, coulombic and energy efficiencies.
Thus, the efficiencies can only be regarded separately within each
single paper by considering the overall battery conditions and cannot
stand for the approximate performance of the BPPs. Nevertheless,
for completeness, the efficiency values of the literature review are
listed in Table VI.
Aging of Carbon Based Bipolar Plates
BPPs are in direct contact to the acidic and highly corrosive
vanadium electrolyte.10,11 In order to secure the long-term durability
of VRFBs, it is therefore necessary to carefully select appropriate
materials for BPPs and ensure conditions that reduce the possibility
of aging or alteration.27 This chapter concentrates on the theoretical
background of carbon and composite BPP corrosion within vana-
dium electrolyte or VRFBs and provides available praxis examples
of aging experiments from literature. It is necessary to mention that
the corrosion measurements are usually performed on the composite
BPPs, while the (electro)chemical stability of the single compo-
nents, e.g. the binder, is not analyzed separately. This approach is
reasonable since the composite material might have other properties
than the individual constituents. In general, non-conductive poly-
mers have a good electrochemical stability and the chemical stability
of e.g. some rubbers, resins (epoxy, phenolic) and PVDF in
composite BPPs is indicated but usually not experimentally
investigated.16,17,25,50,61
Electrochemical corrosion—theoretical background.—The po-
tential between the BPPs and the electrolyte is considered to be the
main cause for electrochemical corrosion of composite BPPs.14
Carbon degradation can develop, if the polarized potential on the
BPP is more positive than that of the oxygen evolution reaction.69
The corrosion of graphite (electrodes) in vanadium electrolyte was
investigated during polarization at different potentials from 1.5
−2.0 V while the evolving gas was analyzed by means of on-line
mass spectrometry.70 The oxidation of graphite probably takes place
via a corrosion progression from C–H, C–OH, C=O and COOH to
the evolution of CO or CO2 and the loss of carbon material.
30,40 The
evolution of CO2 and CO gas is more enhanced than O2 develop-
ment at lower potentials, while O2 is the main gas component at
higher polarization potentials.70 It was shown that the corrosion in
the positive half-cell electrolyte is less pronounced in the presence
of VO2+ or at low state of charge (SOC), respectively, since the
oxidation of graphite is hindered by the oxidation of vanadium
ions.5,70 In addition, at high SOC the environment of the fully
charged positive half-cell electrolyte containing oxidizing VO2
+
Table II. In-plane resistivity of BPPs for the VRFB.
N-
o. Literature Resistivity [mΩ·cm] Method BPP size [mm]
3 Satola et al. 201639 29.5 four point probe 1.5
4 Li et al. 201625 9.6, 8.9 four point probe
6 Zhang et al. 201530 470 four point probe
14 Caglar et al. 201429 ∼20−100 70 × 10 × 3
15 Park et al. 201420 ∼7.14−200 four point probe
16 Caglar et al. 201419 ∼17.54−142.86 10 mm spacing 70 × 10 × 3
18 Lee et al. 201217 ∼33.33−83.33 four point probe
19 Qian et al. 200847 4.97 four point probe, 1 mm spacing 20 × 20
21 Haddadi-Asl et al. 199516 190, 360
27 Liao et al. 202049 2.38 four point probe
29 Yang et al. 201732 3.13 four point probe 5 × 11
31 Jiang et al. 202128 6.17, 5.03 four point probe, 3 mm spacing
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Table III. Through-plane area specific resistance and resistivity of BPPs for the VRFB.
No. Literature Area specific resistance [mΩ·cm2] Resistivity [mΩ·cm] Stamps Current [A] Pressure[MPa] BPP size[mm]
1 Nam et al. 201715 143−156 gold coated 1 0.05 100 × 100 × 0.24
2 Lee et al. 201736 ∼18−38 gold coated 1 1.38 100 × 100
3 Minke et al. 201633 12 1
55 6.9 2
7 Lee et al. 201541 18 1 1.38 100 × 100 × 0.25
10 Lim & Lee 201545 ∼500 gold coated 0.05 100 × 100 × 0.4
200a) gold coated 0.05 100 × 100 × 0.4
305 gold coated 1.2 100 × 100 × 0.4
11 Choe et al. 201526 ∼100−120 gold coated 1 0.05 (0.01−0.10) 100 × 100 × different thickness
13 Kim et al. 201414 ∼130−148 0.05 100 × 100 × 0.41
14 Caglar et al. 201429 ∼100−500 gold coated 1 10 × 10 × 3
15 Park et al. 201420 ∼18−200 copper
16 Haddadi-Asl et al. 199519 ∼50−667 gold coated 1 10 × 10 × 3
19 Qian et al. 200847 ∼70–190a) talmigold 0.05−0.70 2000 mm2
20 Hagg & Skyllas-Kazacos 200223 600–18000a) copper 0.02
23 Minke et al. 201633 11 1
50 6.9 2
24 Minke et al. 201633 5 1
24 6.9 2
25 Liao et al. 201931 3.3–40.3 gold coated 1 120 × 100 × 1.4
26 Lee et al. 201848 210 0.05 (0.01−0.1) 100 × 100 × 0.2
27 Liao et al. 202049 5 gold coated 1 120 × 100 × 1
28 Liu et al. 201850 ∼125−165 0.09 (0.015−0.09)
30 Dongjiang et al. 202051 ∼3.4 gold coated 0.05 (0.05−0.175) 50 Ø circle, 2 (BPP) and 5 (felt) thickness


































Table IV. Impermeability measurement method and results of BPPs for the VRFB.
No. Literature (Im)permeability Medium Pressure [MPa] BPP size [mm] Duration [h]
1 Nam et al. 201715 impermeable air 0.2 100
2 Lee et al. 201736 impermeable air 0.3 100
4 Li et al. 201625 3 × 10−7 cm3 cm−2 s−1 hydrogen 0.2 50 × 50 2
7 Lee et al. 201541 impermeable air 0.3 40 Ø 100
10 Lim & Lee 201545 impermeable air 0.3 30 Ø 100
19 Qian et al. 200847 impermeable chamber 1: 1.5 M VO2+ in 3 M H2SO4, chamber 2: distilled water, with pumping 500
20 Hagg & Skyllas-
Kazacos 200223
impermeable chamber 1: 2 M V3.5+ in 2 M H2SO4, chamber 2: 2M H2SO4, with and without
pumping
2 months
25 Liao et al. 201931 impermeable chamber 1: 1.5 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4, chamber 2: 3 M H2SO4 0.1 30 d
26 Lee et al. 201848 impermeable air 0.1 100
27 Liao et al. 202049 impermeable 1.5 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 0.1 1 month

































Table V. Mechanical properties of BPPs for the VRFB.
No. Literature Tensile strength [MPa] Flexural strength [MPa] Compressive strength [MPa] Elongation (at break) [%] T [°C] BPP size [mm] Test speed [mm/min]
1 Nam et al. 201715 308−358 20 100 × 10 ×
0.24
2 Lee et al. 201736 79.3 25 100 × 15 × 0.5 1
3 Minke et al. 201633 40 50
4 Li et al. 201625 31.9, 64.9 150 × 20 × 1 10
62.3, 33.2 120 × 20 × 1 5
5 Liu et al. 201540 14.8
6 Zhang et al. 201530 6.6 250 200
7 Lee et al. 201541 412 25 100 × 100 ×
0.25
∼275 50.8 × 12.7 ×
0.9
14 Caglar et al. 201429 ∼35−48 60 × 10 × 3
15 Park et al. 201420 ∼8−29 ∼25−35
16 Caglar et al. 201419 ∼71−96 60 × 10 × 3 2
20 Hagg & Skyllas-
Kazacos 200223
8.2−26.0 290 → 400
23 Minke et al. 201633 40 60
24 Minke et al. 201633 40 76
25 Liao et al. 201931 35.2, 48.1 30 × 25 × 1.4 2
26 Lee et al. 201848 471 25 100 × 15 ×
0.24
2
27 Liao et al. 202049 19.6, 28.4 30 × 20 × 1.0 1


















































[L] Cycles T [°C]
1 Nam et al. 201715 84.3 1.2−1.6 1 60 4900a) 0.05 20
83.4 1.2−1.6 1 80 4900a) 0.05 20
80.4 1.2−1.6 1 100 4900a) 0.05 20
6 Zhang et al. 201530 82 96 85 1 70 28 1.5 M Vn+ and 2 M sulphate 0.1 112 25
75 93 80 5 50 2000 16.5 2300
9 Choe et al. 201644 ∼82 1.2−1.6 1 100 1.6 M vanadium ion 0.05
∼71 1.0−1.7 1 200 1.6 M vanadium ion 0.05
10 Lim & Lee 201545 84 ∼96 ∼98 1 100
11 Choe et al. 201526 80
13 Kim et al. 201414 86 ∼94 ∼92 1.2−1.6 1 100 6400a) 0.05
14 Caglar et al. 201429 ∼85 0.8−1.6 1 25 40
∼77 0.8−1.6 1 50 40
∼65 0.8−1.6 1 75 40
15 Park et al. 201420 ∼85 ∼97 0.8−1.65 1 40 5 2 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 50
∼82 ∼97 0.8−1.65 1 60 5 2 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 50
∼79 ∼97 0.8−1.65 1 80 5 2 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 50
∼75 ∼97 0.8−1.65 1 100 5 2 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4 50
16 Caglar et al. 201419 ∼64
−82
0.8−1.6 1 50 (25−100) 40 10
18 Lee et al. 201217 ∼76 ∼85 ∼90 0.8−1.7 40 2 M VOSO4 in 2.5 M H2SO4 5
19 Qian et al. 200847 81 89 91 0.8−1.75 1 40 1.5 M vanadium in 3 M H2SO4 0.03 10
80 92 87 0.8−1.75 1 60 1.5 M vanadium in 3 M H2SO4 0.03 10
79 93 85 0.8−1.75 1 80 1.5 M vanadium in 3 M H2SO4 0.03 10
77 94 82 0.8−1.75 1 100 1.5 M vanadium in 3 M H2SO4 0.03 10





21 Haddadi-Asl et al.
199516












22 Kazacos & Skyllas-
Kazacos 19894
86 97 88 30 2 M VOSO4 in 2 M H2SO4 > 50 23
83 93 89 30 2 M VOSO4 in 2 M H2SO4 35
85 94 90 30 2 M VOSO4 in 2 M H2SO4 45
25 Liao et al. 201931 85.7 96.7 88.6 0.8−1.65 1 100 (37.5, 140) 40 1.5 M V2+ in 3.0 M H2SO4, 1.5 M
VO2
+ in 3.0 M H2SO4
0.07
27 Liao et al. 202049 85.9 97.6 88.0 0.8−1.65 1 100 (37.5, 140) 40 1.5 M V2+ in 3.0 M H2SO4, 1.5 M
VO2
+ in 3.0 M H2SO4
0.07
28 Liu et al. 201850 ∼72
−79
>80 1−1.55 1 40 24 1.5 M vanadium sulfide in 1.5 M
H2SO4
0.15 4
29 Yang et al. 201732 81.61 96.45 84.61 1−1.7 1 80 (120, 160) 18
30 Dongjiang et al.
202051
∼80 ∼84 0.8−1.75 1 50 10 1.5 M V4+ in 3 M H2SO4, 1.5 M V
3+
in 3 M H2SO4
0.05 >100


















































[L] Cycles T [°C]
1.5 M V4+ in 3 M H2SO4, 1.5 M V
3+
in 3 M H2SO4




∼51 ∼53 0.8−1.75 1 150 10 1.5 M V4+ in 3 M H2SO4, 1.5 M V
3+
in 3 M H2SO4
0.05 >100
31 Jiang et al. 202128 92.98 0.8−1.65 1 40 1.5 M VO2
+ in 3 M H2SO4, 1.5 M
V2+ in 3 M H2SO4
0.05 300
86.28 0.8−1.65 1 100 1.5 M VO2
+ in 3 M H2SO4, 1.5 M
V2+ in 3 M H2SO4
0.05 300
75.23 0.8−1.65 1 200 1.5 M VO2
+ in 3 M H2SO4, 1.5 M
V2+ in 3 M H2SO4
0.05 300

































ions can behave aggressive and cause further damage to the carbon-
based materials.71 Hence, the electrodes and BPPs might be
susceptible to corrosion and suffer from carbon oxidation especially
during cell overcharging in the positive half-cell.2,8,22,24,30,70,72,37
Since gas evolution at higher overpotentials can lead to irreversible
erosion of carbon material, the corrosion of BPPs during over-
charging in the positive half-cell is one major obstacle which has to
be solved.27 In order to reduce side reactions the SOC of VRFBs is
therefore usually limited to 80%–90% during charging.3,27
The degradation mechanisms and effects of various types of
carbon materials differ from each other. Since composite BPPs are
composed of more than one compound, each of them has its
influence on the electrochemical stability and therefore different
composite BPPs need to be investigated individually. Pretreatment
of the same carbon material can result in varying oxygen-containing
functional groups on the surface with different catalytic activities.73
For instance, on graphite particles the oxygen-containing functional
groups are formed preferentially on the edge region than on the basal
side.74 Besides graphite also other conductive minor fillers, such as
carbon nanotubes or carbon black within BPPs are susceptible to
corrosion. Especially carbon black fillers show unstable behavior
during overcharging conditions. The reactive filler material can be
oxidized and is then involved in side reactions that can lead to CO2
evolution and damage to the BPP composite matrix.2,23
In consequence of the construction of VRFBs there are two
different types of current paths which can appear and affect arising
undesired overpotentials. The first one is the main current path
which transfers electrons and ions in through-plane direction across
the stack (Fig. 6). It is supposed that the main current path does not
play the decisive role in the corrosion of BPPs since the electrical
potentials between the BPPs and the electrolyte solution are rather
negligible in this case. The second one is the shunt current path that
is acting as a by-pass ionic short circuit through the electrolyte
solution within the fluid distribution manifolds between half-cells
from adjacent cells in a stack (Fig. 6). Owing to the development of
shunt currents, the electrical potential between the BPPs and the
electrolyte may rise in comparison to the potentials in the main
current path and generate high overpotentials leading to degradation
of the composite BPPs.14,26,46,75 Especially the potential difference
between the end (outmost) BPP and the positive half-cell electrolyte
at high SOC may become abnormally large at the junction to the
insulating frame and lead to corrosion at the edge of the BPP.24,75
Implementation of long and narrow channels between half-cells
from adjacent cells can increase the ionic resistance and thus
minimize the development and associated effects of shunt currents.
However this would lead to an increase in pressure drop and higher
consumption of pumping energy.75,76
In addition, there are further factors that can influence the
development of unwanted overpotentials. Local electrical potential
differences on the surface of BPPs can occur in in-plane direction as
a result of changing SOC conditions within a half-cell during
charging or discharging leading to SOC gradients (Fig. 7a). Thus,
the electrons can also pass in in-plane direction along the BPPs.46
Moreover, when the electrolyte is circulated with a constant flow
through the reaction unit, areas with different convection condition
can occur due to uneven flow through the half-cell geometry.
Stagnant/dead zones could develop at some local areas on the
surfaces of electrodes and BPPs due to non-uniform electrolyte flow
(Fig. 7b).77,78 Therefore, a carefully considered flow frame and stack
design are important in order to provide uniform electrolyte flow
distribution through each single cell in the stack.27 Moreover, if the
BPPs are equipped with flow fields, the contact area between the
electrodes and BPPs is reduced which results in an overall increased
contact resistance. This leads to a heterogeneously distributed
current density in conjunction with high local potential differences
between the land and the flow channel regions. High potentials
occur at the land edges and can lead to aging of the BPP material
(Fig. 7c).61,79 In addition, inhomogeneous scattering of internal
resistance due to unequal distribution of conductive composite
material within the BPP can also lead to increase of potentials at
local spots (Fig. 7d). Thus, it is important to provide uniform BPPs
and to set a voltage limit for the charging mode.40
Mechanical damage—theoretical background.—In addition to
the oxidation of the BPP surface through electrochemical corrosion,
further damage can occur due to mechanical or other side effects.
The formation of oxygen functional groups in the graphite structure
can lead to weaker bonds between the single graphene layers and
therefore to higher probability of exfoliation.26 Moreover, a direct
consequence of CO and CO2 development is the erosion of carbon
from the BPP material and a growing open pore network.38 A porous
matrix in composite BPPs and in natural graphite plates leads to
leakage paths through the material. Thus, during VRFB operation,
sulphuric acid can intercalate in the graphene layers and enhance the
exfoliation of graphite material.80 In addition, further mechanical
damage can occur by using redox pairs with high negative and/or
positive potentials, such as vanadium ions, which have an electro-
chemical activity in a similar potential range to hydrolysis.3,5,73 The
water-splitting side reactions can occur during overcharging at high
SOC in the aqueous electrolytes of the VRFB and lead to gas
evolution.13,71 These side reactions might induce significant defects
on the surface of BPPs.46 For instance, hydrogen evolution might
occur during charging mode in the negative electrolyte since
hydrogen development is directly competing with V3+ to V2+
reduction.27 In this case, the surface of BPPs can be damaged by
blister development.46 In addition, the pressure of accumulating gas
within the porous matrix of BPPs due to hydrolysis or CO2
development can lead to mechanical delamination of graphite layers
or even to the formation of cracks and fractures in the bulk
structure.26,37 Single particles or carbon fibers from BPP and
electrode material can break or be dispersed in the electrolyte.
The pile-up of these particles within the half-cells can affect the
electrolyte flow rate due to blocking of electrolyte channels or
graphite felt pores which can lead to decreased electrolyte pumping
efficiency through the half-cells and an overall higher risk of
electrochemical degradation.17,24,26 Further corrosion can thereupon
cause gas accumulation within the cell and cause interruption of
local electrolyte flow followed by an increase of cell resistance with
Figure 6. Schematic of the main and shunt current path in a VRFB. Image modified from sources.14,76
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the risk of further possible graphite oxidation in the positive
half-cell.13 Hence, these effects influence each other and lead to a
series of reactions.
Due to natural or corroded paths in the BPP the electrolyte can
leak between adjacent cells and correspondingly to the metal current
collector. If graphite plates break they can even cause accelerated
leakage and corrosion of metal current collector material.80 Thus, in
order to ensure a physical separation of adjacent cells, the BPPs
need to be impervious, free of pin-holes and electrochemical stable.
Otherwise the vanadium electrolyte could easily cause a short circuit
while passing the BPP in through-plane direction, attack the metal
current collector end plates or cause other leakages during battery
operation.16,52
Praxis examples of ex situ and in situ aging experiments.—
Aging experiments of BPPs in vanadium electrolyte can be divided
into different categories, id est, chemical and electrochemical
treatment. Chemical treatment covers simple immersion of samples
in the electrolyte at varying temperatures, concentrations or SOC.
Chemical treatment can be considered as investigation of resting
state conditions of the battery where no charging or discharging
occurs.39 Electrochemical treatments involve the application of
galvanostatic/-dynamic or potentiostatic/-dynamic methods.
Electrochemical measurements can be performed either ex-situ in
an electrochemical cell or in situ in an assembled VRFB. Although
corrosion effects of BPPs take place in VRFBs, they are not
sufficiently characterized yet. Since corrosion can lead to substantial
leakage problems, it is necessary to understand and investigate the
corrosion mechanisms.30 Currently there is no standard procedure
available for characterization of aging effects of BPPs. Quite the
contrary is the case since each working group has its own
investigation methods. In addition, some publications do not provide
detailed information about the experimental procedures. That is why
it is actually difficult to compare aging features and electrochemical
stability of different carbon based BPP materials within literature. In
this section, an overview of aging experiments is presented.
Chemical treatment.—Chemical stability of a BPP-felt assembly
was measured by immersing the composite material in vanadium
electrolyte with 4 M H2SO4 for 100 h at 80 °C. A gas permeability
test after treatment showed no gas flow through the material giving
evidence for sufficient chemical stability of the composite
material.45
In another approach, chemical stability of different BPPs
containing a variety of minor and major fillers was tested in an
electrolyte solution containing VO2
+ ions. The samples were
immersed in the vanadium electrolyte at 80 °C for one week.
Weight loss of 2% was observed for samples containing large
graphite flakes of 80 μm size. By introducing additional nanoparti-
cles into the BPP and therefore increasing the voids within the
matrix, the samples underwent a higher weight loss of even 6%.
BPPs with graphite flakes of 5 μm size, exhibited a fracturing during
treatment. Thus, smaller graphite particles are more susceptible to
the acidic environment.20
Satola et al.39 have performed a systematic study about the
chemical stability of graphite-polypropylene composite BPPs. They
immersed samples in the positive and negative vanadium electrolyte
(1.6 mol l−1 Vn+ in 2 mol l−1 H2SO4 and 0.05 mol l
−1 H3PO4) with
0%, 20%, 80% and 100% SOC for up to 190 d at room temperature.
The BPP showed satisfactory chemical stability in the negative
electrolyte. However, under high SOC conditions in the positive
electrolyte both graphite and polypropylene components of the
composite material suffered from oxidation. Due to the changed
hydrophilic properties of the surface the vanadium electrolyte could
penetrate into the open pores of the BPP. However, the chemical
treatment did not lead to any changes in morphology or electrical
conductivity.39
Electrochemical ex situ treatment.—Electrochemical stability of
BPPs was investigated in ex situ setups. Composite BPPs containing
a graphite coating were treated in electrolyte containing 2.1 M VO2+
by applying 1.6 V and a current density of 20 mA cm−2 for one
hour. After the electrochemical test the BPPs showed delamination
effects of the graphite coating. Furthermore, visible cracks which
were probably initiated during BPP fabrication technique develop
further to larger cracks due to gas evolution from electrolysis side
reactions.14 These initial cracks of the graphite coating layer might
be closed and thus reduced by applying a compression pressure
technique that leads to improved area surface conductivity.46
By performing ex situ cyclic voltammetry (CV) in vanadium
electrolyte, BPPs with smaller graphite flakes showed increased
oxygen evolution current density and thus a reduced electrochemical
resistance than BPPs with flakes of larger size. This observation
might be attributed to more active edges of smaller graphite particles
which could lead to increased probability of side reactions.20
The corrosion resistance of a graphite/graphene/carbon fiber-
epoxy resin BPP was studied by potentiodynamic polarization and
evaluation of Tafel plot. Liao et al.31 have found a corrosion
resistance between roughly 20−35 μA cm−2 for samples with
different contents of carbon materials which was in the range of a
pure graphite BPP.31 However, no morphological analysis of the
BPPs after the corrosion test was performed.
Liu et al.40 investigated the electrochemical stability of a carbon-
polyethylene BPP in a three-electrode cell at 20 °C in 200 ml
electrolyte containing 2 M H2SO4 and 2 M VOSO4. Linear sweep
voltammetry gave evidence for commencing CO2, CO and O2 gas
evolution at 2 V vs saturated calomel electrode (SCE). A potentio-
static treatment was applied for 6 h at a potential of 2.5 V vs SCE.
X-ray photoelectron (XP) spectroscopy revealed an increased
amount and a higher variability of oxygen functional groups on
Figure 7. Schematic overview of local electrical potential differences on the surface of BPPs (red vs grey area) due to (a) changing SOC conditions during
charging or discharging, (b) stagnant zones at local areas caused by non-uniform electrolyte flow, (c) heterogeneous distribution of current densities between land
and channel regions of flow fields, (d) unequal distribution of polymer and conductive compound in the composite material.
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the surface of the BPP after treatment, such as R–OH, C–O–C, C=O
and O–C–OH, which were introduced by oxidation of carbon. Liu
et al. assumed that composite material is lost by oxidation of both
carbon and polyethylene. Bulges and delamination became apparent
due to strong gas evolution side reactions which lead to loss in
mechanical strength that can result in electrolyte leakage through the
composite material.40
Satola et al.38 performed galvanodynamic cycling between −100
and +100 mA cm−2 for 3000 cycles within a three-electrode
electrochemical cell. They used a graphite-polypropylene BPP as
working electrode and the medium was the positive vanadium half-
cell electrolyte (1.6 mol l−1 Vn+ in 2.1 mol l−1 H2SO4) with 10%,
50% and 90% SOC. The experiment was conducted in order to
simulate charging and discharging conditions in a VRFB and to
investigate the impact of the SOC window under polarization on the
corrosion of the BPP. The cycling introduced new C–O and C=O
oxygen functional groups on the surface of the BPP which were
most pronounced after aging at high SOC. In addition, a rise in
surface roughness was observed after treatment in 90% SOC
electrolyte. Both factors led to a larger BPP/electrolyte interface
and therefore became noticeable as an increase of double layer
capacitance in the CV. Morphological analysis of the BPP bulk by
means of micro computed tomography showed the propagation of
open porosity into deeper regions up to 100 μm after treatment with
high SOC electrolyte. The round pore shapes of the open pore
network gave evidence for oxidation of graphite and subsequent
carbon erosion due to evolution of CO2 and/or CO. While the open
pore network was growing the electrolyte penetrated deeper into the
composite structure and induced corrosion in the bulk of the BPP.
However, the morphological changes did not affect the electrical
conductivity of the samples.38
In a further study Satola et al.37 proposed an aging mechanisms
of graphite-polypropylene BPPs during harsh overcharging condi-
tions of a VRFB. They applied high galvanostatic current densities
(+100 mA cm−12 in the positive electrolyte and −100 mA cm−12 in
the negative electrolyte) on the BPP working electrode in a three-
electrode electrochemical cell for different time durations. The cell
was filled with positive and negative vanadium electrolyte (1.6 mol
l−1 Vn+ in 2.1 mol l−1 H2SO4), respectively, which was adjusted to
90% SOC. This experiment was performed in order to simulate the
consequences of possible emergence of “dead zones”, hindered
electrolyte flow, or overcharging conditions of a VRFB which
would be a worst case scenario during battery operation. Only
negligible morphological changes and thus a good electrochemical
stability of the BPP was observed after aging in the negative
electrolyte, although massive hydrogen evolution occurred during
treatment. However, treatment in the positive electrolyte led to
serious damage of the composite material. The aging started with an
oxidation of the BPP surface and subsequent carbon erosion due to
CO2 and/or CO gas evolution. Micro computed tomography
investigations showed an increase in open porosity and a formation
of micro- and meso-cracks up to fractures as function of aging time.
The cracks were oriented plane-parallel to the BPP/electrolyte
interface in depth and it was observed that the corrosion front was
propagating plane parallel to the back side of the samples.37
A low carbon content BPP containing a mixture of conductive
carbon components was analyzed potentiodynamically between
−0.2 V to 0.5 V vs Hg/Hg2Cl2 with 2 mV s
−1 in a three-electrode
electrochemical cell filled with 1.5 M VOSO4 in 3 M H2SO4. The
analysis of the Tafel plot showed that the low carbon content BPP
had a corrosion resistance comparable to a commercial graphite
plate with 26 μA cm−2.49
Electrochemical in situ treatment.—Kazacos and
Skyllas-Kazacos4 performed in situ VRFB cycling using 2 M
vanadium sulphate in 3 M H2SO4 at 5 °C. 50 cycles were performed
between 0−2 V with a current density of 30 mA cm−2. No
performance degradation of carbon based BPPs and electrodes
was observed. Graphite felts heat bonded to a graphite-polypropy-
lene BPP showed good stability. However, in this paper they did not
investigate the chemical surface characteristics, morphological
structure or other alterations of the materials.
Also in newer publications, such as from Lim and Lee,45 in situ
VRFB single cell charging/discharging test applying 100 cycles
between 1.2−1.6 V showed no degradation of BPP-felt assemblies.
However, similar to the aforementioned paper, no detailed informa-
tion about the aging analysis were described.
Graphite BPPs show higher corrosion indications than composite
BPPs after long-term cycling in a VRFB. The graphite corrosion is
observed in the positive half-cell where oxidation of the surface
occurs. While the degradation of graphite BPPs leads to electrolyte
leakage and decline in efficiency or even to death of the battery, the
composite BPP shows only slight bubble formation on the surface.
This observation gives evidence that composite BPPs are more
suitable for the application in VRFBs than graphite BPPs regarding
their corrosion resistance.30
Duan et al.61 investigated the in situ aging of BPPs with and
without flow field. Initially 1.5 M VOSO4 in 2 M H2SO4 was used as
basis for preparation of the half-cell electrolyte solutions.
Subsequent, charging/discharging tests were performed with cut-
off voltages at 0.8 V and 2.0 V. Pristine samples and those after 80
and 120 cycles were morphologically investigated. With higher
cycling number the surfaces of the BPPs with and without flow field
showed proceeding corrosion indications. They are characterized by
development of rough surfaces. In case of the BPP with engraved
flat field, the edges and corners of the land and channels disappear
with longer cycling. In addition, an increase in oxygen functional
groups is observed after cycling on both BPPs which gives evidence
for carbon corrosion.61
Economical View on Bipolar Plates
Up to date VRFBs have still high capital costs and thus a
commercialization is not given yet.81 The contribution of single
components to the total cost of the VRFB is dependent on a series of
factors such as available stack dimensions, electrolyte storage
volume and operation parameters of the battery. Thus, there are
costs that scale proportional to the power or the energy capacity, but
some costs are independent of size.12 Generally, the costs of the
electrolyte solutions tend to dominate with increasing energy/power
ratio. On the other hand, the stack components are mainly
contributing to the costs with higher power/energy ratio.82 Since
the BPP is a repeatable component in a VRFB stack it is thus partly
responsible for the arising areal costs of the reaction unit.73 Some
publications indicate that the share of BPP costs is roughly 2%–8%
of the total capital costs of a VRFB system with all its components
or 4%-18% of only the VRFB stack.13,81–84 In a review paper about
the economic assessment of current BPPs, Minke et al.85 listed the
cost of BPPs between 37 − 418 € m−2 with an average of 100 €
m−2. The price range is huge since the material constituents, plate
geometries and manufacturing procedures are usually not specified
in the different publications.85 Nevertheless, economic BPP optimi-
zation can give opportunities for cost reduction on average of
−50%.85,86
The most detailed study about the cost potentials of BPPs was
performed by Minke et al.33 who have investigated three commer-
cial BPPs (SIGRACET®, Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG, Germany)
with graphite content of ⩾80 wt% and different polymer types with
a standard size of 625 cm2. PPG86 contains 14% polypropylene,
BBP4 has 20% phenolic resin (PF) as binder material and BMA5 is
composed of 20% PVDF polymer. The techno-economical approach
is based on the raw material and manufacturing costs. It turned out
that polypropylene (Ø 1.20 € kg−1) as binder material is more
economical than PF (Ø 1.40 € kg−1) and PVDF (Ø 14 € kg−1) in
terms of raw material costs. Thus, the BPP raw material and
granulate preparation cost is about 8 € kg−1 for PPG86 and BPP4
and 15 € kg−1 for BMA5. The compounding cost is in average 60%
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of the total BPP cost. However, the different types of manufacturing
processes have an impact on the total costs. Injection molding is
more cost-effective than compression molding owing to the option
of automated fabrication. Since only composites with special
rheological properties and thermoplastic polymers are appropriate
materials for injection molding, this manufacturing process is
restricted to PPG86. Thus, from the three presented BPPs the
PPG86 is the most economical favored plate. Up to date the market
for BPPs is still very small. However, standardization and mass
production harbors potential for cost reduction in the future.33
Currently, the active cell area of stacks is restricted to only 0.1 m2
owing to the limited manufacturing size of BPPs. However,
upscaling of stacks with BPP dimensions of 2.7 m2 and a thickness
of 7 mm by a new extrusion process have the potential for cost
reduction of up to −25% for the BPPs.87
Summary and Outlook
BPPs are essential components of the VRFB stack which provide
substantial properties such as a good electrical conductivity,
mechanical stability and impermeability in order to electrically
connect and physically separate adjacent cells. Thus, BPPs enable to
increase the battery voltage through the connection of cells in series.
Different materials and construction designs for BPPs were inves-
tigated up to date. So far, the carbon based composite materials
turned out to meet the best properties for the use in VRFBs. They
combine a good compromise between electrical conductivity,
mechanical stability and corrosion resistance.
Nevertheless, aging experiments have shown that composite
BPPs might suffer from degradation processes, especially under
conditions with highly charged positive vanadium electrolyte and/or
by application of high voltage. Thus, it is recommended (I) to avoid
storage of VRFBs at high SOC for long periods in order to prevent
the oxidation of BPP surfaces, (II) to set voltage limits for the
operation of VRFBs (such as 1.6 V for single cell batteries) and to
avoid charging the battery to high SOC (e.g. above 80%) and (III)
guarantee a sufficient electrolyte distribution and flow through the
reaction unit which are necessary conditions to prevent the local lack
of reactive vanadium species and a triggered accelerated BPP
degradation.
The literature review has shown that the comparison of BPPs and
their properties is a challenge owing to varying characterization
parameters and investigation methodologies that are applied in
different publications. For instance, the electrical conductivities
and the mechanical properties are influenced by many factors such
as the sample size, the test speed or the compression pressure that
are not kept constant in each case and that are sometimes not even
mentioned within the experimental sections. Thus, a direct compar-
ison of the BPPs’ properties is quite impossible and rather results in
an individual analysis of each BPP or the respective set of BPPs
within a single paper. On the one hand it would be beneficial to
develop and define standard investigation parameters and methods
for the measurement of e.g. electrical conductivity, mechanical
stability, permeability, efficiency and aging effects in order to
facilitate a comparable study of BPP materials. On the other hand
a standardization would probably lead to characterization limits for
some samples owing to their specific individual properties. Further
studies and development of BPPs could include a systematic
preparation and comparable standardized investigation of diverse
composite mixtures which could provide information about different
material and composition properties and their applicability for the
VRFB. For instance, different amounts and types of conductive
additives, such as carbon black and carbon fiber, could influence the
electrical conductivity but also modify the corrosion behavior of
the composite materials. In addition, different polymer materials in
the composite BPP could differ in strength or in swelling and aging
behavior. In this context, it would be reasonable to investigate the
chemical stability of single polymer compounds within a vanadium
electrolyte solution which could be applied as binder in composite
BPPs.
An important focus should be the development of composite
materials that are suitable for the production of large BPPs in order
to scale up VRFB stacks. These BPPs need to be mechanically
flexible but still meet acceptable electrical conductivities. New
approaches to develop low carbon content BPP with high flexural
strength and preservation of good electrical conductivity properties
meet these requirements. The construction of large BPPs could
include an appropriate flow field design in order to provide a
homogeneous distribution of electrolyte and minimize the develop-
ment of shunt currents. Furthermore, the fabrication should also
concentrate on low priced materials and manufacturing. Therefore,
in conjunction with large applications, the next-generation construc-
tion design may include the development and enhancements of fused
composite BPP-felt assemblies in order to keep a good electrical
conductivity between both components in connection with a reduc-
tion of the compression force which could provide simplification of
the industrial fabrication and stack assembling process. In addition,
there is still a lack of studies about the aging behavior of large BPPs.
They could provide information about the distribution of corrosion
effects across the composite material within large-sized VRFB
reaction units. A long term cycling of a VRFB stack would show
if the BPP aging is the most critical factor of all aging processes
within a VRFB stack and thus responsible for the battery lifetime. In
this context, the micro computed tomography is a suitable method to
investigate the 3D structure of BPPs including properties such as
porosity, tortuosity and particle sizes which can be used to both
evaluate the production quality and aging phenomena.
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